
Call for Volunteers for the Third Accountability 
and Transparency Review (ATRT3) 

Guidelines

This call seeks individuals interested in serving as a Volunteer Review Team Member on the 
Third Accountability and Transparency Review (ATRT3). The composition of the Review Team 
ideally will be balanced for diversity and skill. 

Candidates are asked to fill in, save and submit their application forms to reviews@icann.org 
by 21 April 2017, 23:59 UTC. 

The entire contents of this template, as well as any other supporting documents will be 
published on the wiki page. Accordingly, please be mindful of any personal information 
submitted, and please inform us if any of this information should be redacted from the public 
posting. 

How to complete your application:

1. This application form is divided in 4 main sections:
• Applicant Information
• Expertise
• Skills
• Motivation for serving on the Review Team

2. All sections of each form need to be filled in by the applicant. If given criteria (e.g.
expertise) does not apply to the applicant, (s)he will leave the box empty.

3. Once the applicant has completed the form, (s)he will save it on his or her
computer/tablet/smartphone.

4. The applicant will create a new email message addressed to reviews@icann.org,
attach the form which (s)he previously saved and submit their application for
consideration.

5. The applicant shall submit his or her application before 21 April 2017, 23:59 UTC.

mailto:reviews@icann.org
https://community.icann.org/display/atrt/Applications+Received
mailto:reviews@icann.org


Applicant Information 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gender: ○ Female ○ Male

Country: 

Geographic Region associated with the domicile of volunteer: 

○ Africa ○ Asia/Australia/Pacific Islands ○ Europe

○ Latin America/Caribbean Islands ○ North America

Confirm the Advisory Committee/Supporting Organization with which you wish to seek a 
nomination from to the ATRT3 Review Team: 

○ Other

GNSO

○ ASO

○ ccNSO

○ ALAC

○ GAC

1. Current vocation, employer and position:



2. Type of work performed in 1 above and declaration of relationships with
entities holding a Financial (or declarable) Interest in ICANN:

3
in
IC
o

. Identify any financial ownership or senior management/leadership
terest in registries, registrars or other firms that are interested parties in
ANN policy or any entity with which ICANN has a transaction, contract,

r other arrangement:



4. Are you, or a company you work for:
• An applicant for a new gTLD with a pending application?
• Providing advice to any new gTLD applicants with pending applications?
• Otherwise involved in an application submitted (and pending) for the New gTLD

Program, such as providing service in support of an applicant or having a financial
interest in an applicant?

If your answer is yes to any of the above, please identify the interest you have in the 
pending application submitted for the New gTLD Program.
5. Identify any type of commercial interest in ICANN policy development outcomes or
the outcomes of this ATRT3 review. Do you represent other parties in any PDP or other 
ICANN related processes?



6. Prior member of the 1st or 2nd  ATRT Review Team or was an active contributor to its work

○ Yes     No

7. Education

8. Professional Certifications

9. Language

English: ○ Native Speaker  ○ Fluent ○ Conversant ○ Basic Knowledge



Expertise 

Please assess and explain how your knowledge, experience and expertise address the criteria 
listed below. Leave the box blank if not applicable to you. 

• Performance assessment and audits
• Good governance and board performance
• Performance measurement
• Process improvement
• Knowledge of recognized frameworks for organizational excellence
• Principles of accountabliity applicable to organizatoins broadly similar to ICANN



Skills 
Please assess and explain how your knowledge, experience & personality meet the desired 
attributes listed below. Leave the box blank if not applicable to you. 

•
Understanding of the Multistakeholder community•
Team spirit, adaptability, consensus-seeking attitude•
Willingness to learn•
Readiness to contribute•
Capacity to reason objectively, putting aside personal opinions or preconceptions•
Analytical skills

Commitment and time to participate

•



Motivation for Serving on Review Team 
Please provide your interest in serving on the Review Team and what you will bring to the team 
if selected. 



How did you hear about the ATRT3 Call for Volunteers?

As part of our ongoing effort to better position our outreach and messaging for future 
Review Team announcements, we would value your feedback on how did you hear about 
the ATRT3 Call for Volunteers. While this is optional, we kindly invite you to select below 
which communication channel notified you about the ATRT3 Call for Volunteers, please 
select as many that apply.

Communication Channels

□ ICANN Community Constituent Groups (see https://www.icann.org/community#groups/)

□ ICANN.org

□ ICANN Facebook

□ ICANN LinkedIn

□ ICANN Twitter

□ ICANN Wiki

□ ICANN Newsletters

□ ICANN Conference

□ Other:

Thank you for your Application to join the ATRT3 Review Team. 

https://www.icann.org/community#groups
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	Education: Academic Certifactes:Diplom: Communication Theory, University of Leipzig (1971)Dr. rer. pol.: International Law, University of Leipzig (1974)Dr. habil.: International Relations, University of Leipzig (1981)Fellowships:Salzburg Seminar in American Studies (1979)
	Professional Certifications: Teaching Experiences/Professorships:University of Leipzig, Institute for international Studies, Germany (1981/91)Department of Communication, University of Tampere, Finland (1992/93/ 2001/15)School of International Services, American University, Washington D.C. (1993/95)Department for Information Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark (1997/2015)Department of Social Sciences, University of Oerebro, Sweden (2000/02)Institut für Kommunikationswissenschaften, University of Halle,Germany (2002/2005) Faculty of Journalism, Lomonossow University, Moscow (2010)Baptist University, Hongkong (2012) School of Higher Economics, Moscow (2015)
	Last Name: Kleinwaechter
	Country: Germany / Denmark
	Geographic Region: Europe
	First Name: Wolfgang
	SO/AC: Other
	Expertise: As member of many boards and other committees I am very familiar with external assessment and audit procedures. Between 1994 and 1997 I chaired the Management Board of the Interregional Information Society Initiative (IRISI) of the European Commission and our Board was regular audited and assessed by external evaluators. Being member of Committees in the UN (Working Group on Internet Governance, UNCSTD Working Group on IGF Improvement) and chairing the Cross Border Internet Expert Group of the Council of Europe I myself was a member of various teams who did assessments and audits for other bodies. From 2003 to 2005 I chaired, inter alia, a team of the European Commission which evaluated the EU Safer Internet Action Plan, a six-year program with a budget of 120 million €.  I am familiar with various frameworks for quality and performance process measurement, process improvement, good governance, accountability, organisational and business excellence. As a member of ICANNs Nomcom (six times/in 2009/2010 as the chair), the GNSO Council (2011/2013) and the ICANN Board (2013/2015)  I was deeply involved in the special discussions on ICANNs accountability. I participated as an observer in the CCWG-Accountability from 2014 to 2016.   
	Skills: 1. As a retired professor I have no further professional obligations or responsibilities and can commit the needed energy and time to serve in the ATRT 32. I am involved in building multistakehoder communities since the 1990s and I am teaching the multistakeholder model as a key innovation for the managment of global  ressources in the information age in my lectures around the globe. I was member of the UN Working Group of Internet Governance (WGIG) which drafted the Internet Governance definition and which was used by the UN member states to introduce the multistakeholder approach into the WSIS Tunis Agenda;3. I was member of numerous committees in the UN, ITU, UNESCO, Council of Europe, EU Commission, NetMundial, WSIS, IGF, EURODIG, OECD, WEF, GIGANET and ICANN which negotiated treaties or declarations and worked on the basis of consenus. Within ICANN I served six years in the NomCom (2010 as chair), two years in the GNSO Council (nominated by NCSG) and two years in the ICANN Board (nominated by the NomCom);  4. Yes and demonstrated in the above mentioned committees; 5. Yes and demonstrated in the above mentioned committees; 6. Objectivity and putting aside personal opinions is a key pre-condition to teach at recognized universities;7. Yes and demonstrated in more than 100 international publications in recognized journals and publishing houses;  
	Motivation: After spending nearly two decades within and around ICANN I want to bring my knowledge and experiences to this important review process. Accountability and transparency were from the very early days - even in the pre-ICANN process (IAHC, Green Paper, White Paper) - a key political issue. I was inolved in numerous discussions over the years (I participated in 53 ICANN meetings) and followed the evolution from the first MoU (1998) via the JPA (2006) and the AoC (2009) to the work of the CCWG-Accountability (where I was an observer). In 2009, I described the proposed AoC multistakeholder review process as a political innovation in overseeing the work of a global corporation which manages a public good in the interest of the whole Internet community, in contrast to traditional governmental oversight mechanisms as it has been proposed (and rejected) during the WSIS process and within the UNCSTD Working Group on Enhanced Cooperation/WGEC). I can bring to the ATRT3 team experiences from three decades of international work in intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations and their various accountability and transparency practices and experiences. I can bring to the ATRT3 team in particular my experiences from 20 years of ICANN. And I can bring special experiences from the discussion I had as member of the NomCom, the GNSO Council and the Board itself around the ATRT process and the implementation of the ATRT1&2 recommendations since 2009, when ICANN signed the AoC. 
	Prior member of the 1st WHOIS: Yes
	English: Fluent
	Gender: Male
	Other: 
	ICANN Community Constituent Groups: Yes
	ICANN: 
	org: Yes

	ICANN Facebook: Off
	ICANN LinkedIn: Off
	ICANN Twitter: Off
	ICANN Wiki: Off
	ICANN Newsletters: Yes
	ICANN Conference: Yes
	Other Communication Channel: Off
	Previous ICANN Experience: I am a retired professor from the Department of Information Science  at the University of Aarhus in Denmark. I was teaching from 1997 to 2015 a Master Course on "Internet Policy & Regulation". I am the chair of the Board of Medienstadt Leipzig e.V., a non-for-profit NGO in Germany which supports local Internet projects, hosts the European Summer School on Internet Governance (SSIG) in Meissen and is organizing the annual meetings of the ICANN Studienkreis. Medienstadt Leipzig e.V. is a recognized At-Large Structure under ICANN Bylaws and member of EURALO.  I am also a Commissioner in the new established Global Commission on Stabiliy in Cyberspace (GCSC), a member of CISAC, the Civil Society Advisory Board for OECD and a member of the Multistakeholder Steering Committee of the Internet Governance Forum Germany (IGF-D). Furthermore I am involved in the National Digital Policy (NDP) project of the World Economic Forum (WEF).     
	Work Performed and Relationships: Type of my work is mainly academic. I do research, teaching, publishing and I am organizing conferences. I am chairing the faculty of the Summer School of Internet Governance and I am Chair of the ICANN Studienkreis, both events are supported, inter alia, by registries and registrars (ICANN contracted parties).  
	Financial Ownership: See 2 above.
	gTLD: No
	Commercial Interest: No


